LATGALIAN: A SHORT BACKGROUND

Census 2011:

• Language used as dominant home language in Latvia:
  • 62% Latvian (including Latgalian)
  • 37% Russian

• 8.8% of the population (165,000 individuals) of Latvia report that they use Latgalian on an everyday basis

• Latgale: 35.5% use Latgalian regularly
A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING LANGUAGE VITALITY AND ENDANGERMENT

(HTTP://WWW.UNESCO.ORG/NEW/EN/CULTURE/THEMES/ENDANGERED-LANGUAGES/LANGUAGE-VITALITY/)
LATGALIAN IN THE CONTEXT OF EUROPEAN REGIONAL AND MINORITY LANGUAGES
MULA - MŪSDIENU LATGALIEŠU TEKSTU KORPUSS
LATGALIEŠU RAKSTU VALODĀ PUBLICĒTI (1988–2012) TEKSTI
Lithuanian-Latvian-Latgalian Dictionary

Language: Lithuanian Latvian Latgalian
Word: 

Before you start to use the dictionary, please, download the Palemonas font to recognize the specific symbols of Lithuanian word pronunciation.
The Palemonas font is available:
http://www.mif.vu.lt/~vladas/Palemonas.htm
http://hipilatlit.ru.lv/file/Palemonas-2.1
Description of installation of font: Windows, Linux
Abbreviations and designations Text abbreviations
MATERIALS FOR LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND LITERACY

Latgaliešu valoda Eiropas regionālo un minoritāšu valodu kontekstā

Rézekne 2011

MULTIKULTURELLES RÉZEKNE
ERKUNDE DIE VIELFALT VON SPRACHEN UND KULTUREN IN RÉZEKNE!

EIN STADTFÜHRER
RÉZEKNE 2011
AIMS FOR THE FUTURE

1) To create multimodal language corpora of Latgalian
   - To update the existing corpora (technically and content-wise) with written contemporary texts: fiction and nonfiction, particular from social and other new media)
   - To create a set of oral texts (audio materials)

2) To continue research work about Latgalian based on the data found in contemporary corpora

3) To continue creating new teaching materials for developing literacy in Latgalian, also as digital materials

4) To create diverse materials for diverse audiences in order to enhance Latgalian language awareness